
Georgiana Petre
22 years(1997-11-03), F

City: Bucharest
Phone: 0765536421
Email: georgiana.petre20@yahoo.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Design engineer
Bertrandt, BUCHAREST
June.2019 - January.2020 (7 months)

Job domain: Engineering

Company industry: Automotive

No. of employees: 400

Company description: The services include all process steps in the project phases of conceptual
design, product design, development, modelling, tool production, vehicle
construction and production planning, right through to start of production and
production support. Furthermore, the individual development steps are
validated by simulation, prototype building and testing.

Responsibilities:  studying a design brief
- thinking of possible design solutions
- researching whether the design will work and be cost-effective
- assessing the usability, environmental impact and safety of a design
- using computer-aided design and computer-assisted engineering software to
create prototypes (Catia V5)
- collecting and analysing data from tests on prototypes
- modifying designs and retesting them
- writing regular progress reports and presenting them to project managers and
client

Back Office
Advalia-Enel, BUCHAREST
June.2018 - September.2018 (3 months)

Job domain: IT Software

Company industry: IT&C Telecom

No. of employees: 200

Company description: Advalia Services SRL-Enel

Responsibilities: Document analysis, data processing and the execution of operations required
to solve requests in the IT system as well as to
transmit documents or replies to clients.
- Check documents received
-Enter accurately changes in specific systems complying stages, deadlines and
procedures laid
- Introduction of contracts for electricity and natural gas in the internal
activation application
- Monitoring of the status of the contracts from the introduction to the system
until activation
- Ensure the complete and complete completion of the contracts
- Ensure the observance of the procedures regarding the handling of
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documents with special character
- Providing customer support to the company via telephone or mail
- Solving potential customer problems and redirecting calls when necessary
- Providing correct and complete information to clients' requests
- Drawing up activity reports to superiors

STUDIES

University Politehnica of Bucharest, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering
  October.2020 - June.2022

Diploma (type of studies): Master Degree

Field of studies: Aerospace Engineering

City: BUCHAREST

University Politehnica of Bucharest, Faculty of Mechanics and Mechatronics
  September.2016 - June.2020

Diploma (type of studies): Bachelor Degree

Field of studies: Mechanics

City: BUCHAREST

Other relevant information: Excellence scholarship, 1st year- Present

Scoala Superioara Comerciala ”Nicolae Kretzulescu”
  September.2012 - June.2016

Diploma (type of studies): High School

Field of studies: Accounting

City: BUCHAREST

ABILITIES

Foreign languages:   Writing Reading Speaking
French Beginner Beginner Beginner
English Advanced Advanced Advanced
Italian Beginner Beginner Beginner

Driving licence : No

Qualities: Planning and organizing, Teamwork oriented, Continuous learner,

IT knowledge: - Borland C++;
- Fortran;
- Autocad;
- Solidworks;
- Microsoft Office;
- Cosmosm;
- Mathcad
- PSpice
- Catia
- Simulink
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- Pneualpha
- Infranview
- Grafcet
- Fluidsim

Other courses, trainings Courses: - Automatic systems
- Mechatronics
- Fluid mechanics
Co-author for" REDUCEREA CONCENTRĂRILOR DE TENSIUNI LA
ASAMBLĂRILE PRIN SUPRAPUNERE PRIN UTILIZAREA
ADEZIVULUI DUAL" published in Politehnica Magazine

Certificates: Certification in ”Personal Development”- 2015
Certification in ” Economics technician”- High School graduation
Certification in "Catia V5 Fundamente" - 2019
Certification in " Time management" - 2019

Awards: First prize in Physics at" Șerban Țițeica"- 2014, national contest
Second prize in Physics at ”Șerban Țițeica"”-2013, national contest
First prize at "Session of scientific communications"-2019, Politehnica contest

DESIRED JOB TYPE

Objective: This job is essential in my evolution as an engineer and most important as a person. It will provide me the
perfect experience for a future workplace and it will defeat any inconvenience could appear on the path
of my career.

Job type: Internship, Part Time, Full Time,

Job level: Student/Graduate

Salary expectations (EUR) Unspecified

Are you willing to travel: Yes, 50% of my working time
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